
RISK PREMIA & SPECULATION 



Risk Premia 

• A forward price is often described as the market’s 
expectation of the future spot price 

• NO! 
• An expectation is a mathematical concept, not a traded 

price 
• A forward price is a traded price 
• A forward transaction involves the transfer of risk, so 

the forward price also incorporates a price of risk—the 
risk premium 

• Risk premium=profit from speculation/cost of hedging 



Theories of the Risk Premium 

• “Keynesian Normal Backwardation”—nomenclature 
alert: this use of the term “backwardation” is different 
than the common market usage 

• Keynes posited that hedging pressure determines the 
risk premium 

• Hedgers want to go short: forward price must be below 
the expected spot price to attract specs to take the 
opposite side (“downward bias/upward trend”) 

• If hedgers want (on net) to go long, get upward bias 
• In the Keynes theory, idiosyncratic commodity price 

risks determine risk premia 



The “Normal” Situation 

• Producers & inventory holders have large flat price 
exposure, and want to hedge 

• Refiners are largely self-hedged: able to pass on 
most input price changes to purchasers of refined 
products 

• Many consumers of refined products (e.g., 
motorists) too small to hedge 

• Together, these factors create net short hedging  



Risk Premia in the Normal Case 

• Short hedging pressure puts downward pressure on 
futures prices: futures price below the expected 
spot price 

• This risk discount (a) discourages some short 
hedging, encourages more long hedging, attracts 
long speculators 

• Risk discount falls to the level required to 
compensate the marginal speculator for the risk he 
bears 



Commitment of Traders Reports 

• CFTC produces Commitment of Traders reports 
weekly 

• These give an indication of net hedging pressure 

• This is a weak indication of future price direction, 
but must be interpreted carefully 

• Are speculators pushing into a market, or being 
pulled into it 



COT Cotton 



COT CL 



Interpreting COT 

PMPU Net Managed Money Net 



Bullish, Bearish, Neither? 

• See a big increase in short PMPU and long MM 
positions starting in mid-2016 

• Why did specs and hedgers increase positions? 

• This is when it was widely anticipated OPEC would 
cut output. US shale drillers immediately ramped 
up, and increased their hedging activity 

• Speculators accommodated increased hedging 
demand 



Oil Directed Rig Count 



Long Hedging Pressure 

• Electricity provides an example of the opposite case 

• Those long generation have relatively little incentive 
to hedge because price downside limited, and they 
give up opportunity to sell into spikes  

• Those short power (e.g., those serving load at 
regulated rates) can be severely hurt by price spikes, 
so have a strong incentive to buy forward to hedge 

• This imbalance creates a large risk premium 



Electricity Behavior 



Evolution of Electricity Markets 

• In early days of electricity trading, no speculators 

• Huge risk premia: on the order of 50 percent of the 
forward price, i.e., F=2E(P) 

• This encouraged speculators to enter, and market 
operators made adjustments to encourage 
speculation 

• Risk premia dropped substantially 



Implications 

• Speculation affects the risk premium (the price of 
RISK), not the overall level of prices (except to the 
extent that speculators are informed and their 
trades cause prices to reflect that information) 

• Some hedgers don’t like speculators: specifically, 
hedgers on the same side of the market as 
speculators don’t like the competition 

 



Speculation and Price Levels 

• Commonly asserted that speculation distorts price 
levels   

• EG, oil prices in 2006-2008, Grains 2006-2007 

• Hard to disprove: if we knew what prices should be, 
wouldn’t need markets (“knowledge problem”) 

• Evidence on quantities is important 



Evidence on Quantities and Speculation 

• Prices send signals about how to allocate resources: 
distort prices, quantities should be distorted 

• Driving prices up should lead to higher inventories in 
hands of speculators 

• EG, Hunts, government price supports 
• No evidence of quantity distortions during commodity 

price boom 
• Inventories of oil fell when prices rose, and fell when 

prices plummeted in ‘08-’09 
• Similar experience in metals markets 



The Hunts: An Exception That Proves 
the Rule 

The Brothers Their Impact 



Oil Inventories During Booms & Busts 



ETFs 

• Exchange Traded Funds are one commonly cited 
speculative culprit 

• ETFs trade like stocks, hold positions in futures 

• Don’t add buying pressure to physical market: never 
hold physical positions; roll when positions near 
prompt 

• Hold T-bills and cash, not physical commodities 



USO ETF Holdings 



USO Roll Dates 



Commodity Index Funds/Swaps 

• Commodity Index Investors another culprit 

• Trade cash settled instruments: do not and cannot 
hold physical supply  

• Roll prior to expiration (“the Goldman Roll”) 

• Roll can cause temporary movements in spreads: 
this is driven by demand for liquidity 



S&P GSCI Weights 



Do “Roll Returns” Affect Performance 

• Commonly asserted that indexes & ETFs do poorly 
in contango markets: sell low-priced nearby, buy 
high-priced deferred at the roll 

• Apples-to-oranges comparison: True P/L based on 
the change in price of each individual contract 

• ETF/Index trader earns the risk premium, which is 
completely different than calendar spread 

• Confusion between market backwardation & 
Keynesian backwardation 



NON-STORABLES 



Power Forward Curves 

• Power prices exhibit behavior that is not well 
captured by standard reduced form models 

• Structural approaches have some advantages: exploit 
the transparency of fundamentals 

• Structural approaches (relatively) straightforward in 
fossil fuel dominated markets, more difficult in 
hydro dominated ones 



Spot Power Prices 



Structural Modeling Tools—Non-Storables 

• In some respects, non-storables are much easier to 
deal with; dynamic programming considerations 
absent 

• E.g., Pirrong-Jermakyan (2008) 
• For some non-storables, structural models can 

actually be used for contingent claims valuation 
• Market price of risk (market incompleteness) 

 



Some Challenges 

• For markets with strong hydro presence, there are 
intertemporal linkages that require dynamic 
programming tools 

• Even primarily fossil fuel driven markets are high 
dimensional 

• Oh, if only the whole world were like Texas 
• Still, the one eyed man is king in the land of the 

blind—even a crude structural model is likely to be 
better than feasible reduced form ones 



Basic Approach: Spot Price Modeling 

• Identify major drivers of power prices 
– Load (weather) 
– Fuel prices 
– Outages 

• Estimate relationship between power spot prices (e.g., 
hourly prices) and the major drivers 

• Estimate the dynamics of the drivers 
• Given driver dynamics and driver-price relationship, 

can determine price dynamics 



Seasonal Load Patterns 



Relation Between Spot Prices and 
Fundamentals 

• Power markets relatively transparent: good data on 
main drivers and prices (at least in markets with RT 
markets) 

• Econometric approach: use data on prices, loads, 
fuel prices, and outages (if available) to fit a 
(nonlinear, perhaps non-parametric) relationship 

• Bid stack approach: some markets report (on a 
delayed basis) the actual generator bids that gives 
the relationship between loads and prices 



Load-Price Relation 



Driver Dynamics 

• Load (or temp):  
– Estimate mean loads as a function of time of day, day  of 

year 
– Use econometric methods to estimate the dynamics of  

deviations between observed and mean loads (mean 
reversion) 

• Fuel:  
– Challenge in multi-fuel markets: use fuel that is usually 

at the margin 
– Standard models (e.g., GBM) 



Forward Curves 

• Given the price-drivers relationship and a 
specification of the dynamics of the drivers, possible 
to forecast spot power prices 

• But remember, a forward price is NOT a price 
forecast/expectation 

• Forward prices embed a risk adjustment 

• Indeed, in power this adjustment is very large 



Market Price of Risk 

• Power markets “incomplete”: power price is not an 
asset, and important drivers (notably load) are not 
traded either 

• Can use relatively advanced quantitative methods to 
determine the risk premium—the “market price of 
risk”—associated with non-traded load 

• This MPR is very large 
• Big deviation between forward prices and expected 

spot prices 



Market Price of Risk Function 



Forward & Expected Spot Prices 



Risk Premium 



Sources of the Risk Premium 
• In some respects, large risk premium surprising given 

that the relevant risk is idiosyncratic (e.g., temperature 
shocks not correlated with asset prices 

• Probably reflects incomplete integration of power 
markets and broader financial markets 

• As markets have become more integrated, premia have 
declined 

• Keynes-type story: “spike-o-phopia” 
• Power prices can spike, imposing big losses on shorts: 

they demand a big premium to sell forward 



Hydro Markets 

• In the PNW of the US, and in northern Europe, 
hydro is a major source of generation 

• Although power can’t be stored, water can be 

• Optimal use of water over time is like a storage 
problem—need to use dynamic programming 
methods 

• Presence of hydro affects price dynamics: more 
autocorrelation, slower mean reversion 
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